Fixed-period pacing, heterogeneous loop
These runs use the April 2007 fit to the APD restitution, SHD case; also see file "Fixed pacing runs-heterogeneous.rtf "
2 patches used in a 12 cm loop; though it is not necessary to localize the conduction time CT to patches, doing so can add an extra level of refinement, both theoretically and practically (see Run 4 below). Most of the results below would not change if the loop were CT-homogeneous with parameters adjusted to give the same overall conduction slow down in the loop (see Run 3.1 below)
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
Default input parameters:
100 cell aggregates in 2 patches
Patch 0 (cells 1-50): APD is lowered to facilitate reentry initiation; conduction time is "normal"
350 180 .0012 -20 .0004 136  	Parameters for Fn A (a, b, sigma, p, gamma, tau)
.07 1 .12 .02      		Parameters for Fn C (c,d,deltaL,omega)
0 0.05 		 		Parameters for Fn L (alpha, s)
1700 82 1200			Parameters for new (11/17) c,d,k
Patch 1 (cells 51-100): Slower conduction; APD is "normal"
350 157 .0021 -20 .0004 136 	Parameters for Fn A (a, b, sigma, p, gamma, tau)
.055 1 .12 .02    	 	Parameters for Fn C (c,d,deltaL,omega)
0 0.05 		 		Parameters for Fn L (alpha, s)
1700 82 1200			Parameters for new (11/17) c,d,k
Other parameters:
delta=120 ms	DI*=15.3 ms
Pacer period = 800 ms (nominal SA node period)
Initial DI = 100 ms all cells/units
****** beats not listed explicitly in each run below occur in reentry mode except where noted
****** All runs are 100 beats unless otherwise stated
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
RUN 1: Effects of changing conduction in Patch 1 using the value of c
	Run 1.1: All parameters are default
	Reentry is terminated by midway conduction block
Listing from thresh.out file:
in beat 9 T4 fails in Cell#92 in reentry (not a patch junction)
in beat 10 T2 fails
in beat 11 T4 fails--Cell one  (reentry terminated in Beat 9)
in beat 12 T4 fails--Cell one
in beat 13 T4 fails--Cell one
	Run 1.2: Different from Run 1.1 is: c = 0.054 (c=.053 gives polymorphic reentry w/o interruptions)
	Reentry is terminated by a stray pulse
in beat 76 T3 fails <------------ (stray pulse is blocked in Cell#88, not a patch junction)
in beat 77 T2 fails
in beat 78 T4 fails--Cell one  (reentry terminated in Beat 76)
in beat 79 T4 fails--Cell one
in beat 80 T4 fails--Cell one
	Run 1.3: Different from Run 1.1 is: c = 0.061 (c=.062 does not initiate reentry)
	Reentry is terminated in Beat 3 by conduction block
Listing from T3.out file:
      Beat      CL_n - APD_1	beta_kn - rho_n
         1       15.3154003751      506.3286338201
         2      164.4954932029      378.1782237112
         3       12.9295948376 **   809.3415620993  (reentry terminates by crossing DI*)
         4     -100.1046019238      515.8204489259
         5      -72.8803692831      543.0346772968
**********************************************************************************
RUN 2: Effects of changing conduction in Patch 1 using the value of omega
	Run 2.1: Different from default are: c = 0.07 and omega = 0.01
	Reentry is terminated by midway conduction block
	Similar result with c=.065 but polymorphic reentry w/o interruptions with c=.06
in beat 11 T4 fails in Cell#82 in reentry
in beat 12 T2 fails
in beat 13 T4 fails--Cell one  (reentry terminated in Beat 11)
in beat 14 T4 fails--Cell one
in beat 15 T4 fails--Cell one
	Run 2.2: Different from default are: c = 0.06 and omega = 0.012
	Reentry is terminated by a stray pulse
in beat 44 T3 fails <------------ (stray pulse is blocked in Cell#90, not a patch junction)
in beat 45 T2 fails
in beat 46 T4 fails--Cell one  (reentry terminated in Beat 44)
in beat 47 T4 fails--Cell one
in beat 48 T4 fails--Cell one
	Run 2.3: Different from Run 2.2 is: omega = 0.014
	Reentry is terminated by midway conduction block (qualitatively similar to Run 2.1)
in beat 9 T4 fails in Cell#99 in reentry
in beat 10 T2 fails
in beat 11 T4 fails--Cell one  (reentry terminated in Beat 9)
in beat 12 T4 fails--Cell one
in beat 13 T4 fails--Cell one
	Note: Patterns are qualitatively similar to Run 2.3 for up to omega=.018; 
	Also similar is omega=.019 (for omega=.02 see Run 1.3)
in beat 6 T4 fails in Cell#62 in reentry
in beat 7 T2 fails
in beat 8 T4 fails--Cell one  (reentry terminated in Beat 9)
in beat 9 T4 fails--Cell one
in beat 10 T4 fails--Cell one
**********************************************************************************
RUN 3: Conduction time CT made homogeneous in the loop with both patches having parameters:
	c = 0.064,	d = 1.0,		omega = 0.02 
	Run 3.1: With the CT-homogeneous parameters (compare with Runs 1.1, 2.1, 2.3)
in beat 9 T4 fails in Cell#86 in reentry
in beat 10 T2 fails
in beat 11 T4 fails--Cell one
in beat 12 T4 fails--Cell one
in beat 13 T4 fails--Cell one
	Run 3.2: Different from Run 3.1 is: Initial DI all 60
in beat 5 T4 fails in Cell#51 in reentry (conduction block at a patch junction due to higher APD)
in beat 6 T2 fails
in beat 7 T4 fails--Cell one  (reentry terminated in Beat 5)
in beat 8 T4 fails--Cell one
in beat 9 T4 fails--Cell one
**********************************************************************************
RUN 4: Conduction time CT heterogeneous again but with all changes in Patch 0
	Run 4.1: Different from Run 3.2 is omega = 0.01 in Patch 0 to slow down conduction there
	Reentry tries to re-initate (unsuccessfully) in Beat 7 due to slower conduction in Patch 0
in beat 5 T4 fails in Cell#51 in reentry	(conduction block at a patch junction)
in beat 6 T2 fails
in beat 7 T4 fails in Cell#51 in reentry	(conduction block at a patch junction)
in beat 8 T2 fails
in beat 9 T4 fails--Cell one
in beat 10 T4 fails--Cell one
in beat 11 T4 fails--Cell one
	Run 4.2: Different from Run 4.1 are: omega = 0.014 and b = 220 in Patch 0
	Reentry tries to re-initate (unsuccessfully) in Beat 17; result is qualitatively similar to Run 4.1
	(if b = 180 as in Run 4.1 then result is the same as Run 3.2; and with b = 200, same as Run 4.1)
in beat 15 T4 fails in Cell#51 in reentry	(conduction block at a patch junction)
in beat 16 T2 fails
in beat 17 T4 fails in Cell#51 in reentry	(conduction block at a patch junction)
in beat 18 T2 fails
in beat 19 T4 fails--Cell one
in beat 20 T4 fails--Cell one
in beat 21 T4 fails--Cell one
	Run 4.3: Different from Run 4.1 are: c = 0.06, omega = 0.015, delta = 100 
	(if delta = 120 then output is the same as in Run 4.1)
	Polymorphic/oscillating reentry is terminated by a stray pulse after a couple of interruptions
in beat 3 T3 fails   <------------ (this prevents the situation in Run 4.1)
in beat 44 T3 fails
in beat 63 T3 fails <------------ (stray pulse is blocked in Cell#87, not a patch junction)
in beat 64 T2 fails
in beat 65 T4 fails--Cell one  (reentry terminated in Beat 63)
in beat 66 T4 fails--Cell one
in beat 67 T4 fails--Cell one
	Listing from T3.out for delta = 100:
      Beat      CL_n - APD_1	beta_kn - rho_n
         1      117.5227053432      594.8787881829
         2       41.2426496313      279.7283343570
         3      123.6379494822      105.6428453765	(stray pulse changes DI values in the next beat)
         4       69.4357268340      603.7658239365	(compare with Beat 4 values below)
         5       81.3213362072      379.4868063988
         6       97.1492095942      126.1796535925
         7       49.7006113666      637.3531241942
         8      117.4578621501      449.7885261659
         9       65.8869846881      134.7023300982
        10       86.7066673960      718.0823607619
	Listing from T3.out for delta = 120:
      Beat      CL_n - APD_1	beta_kn - rho_n
         1      117.5227053432      594.8787881829
         2       41.2426496313      279.7283343570
         3      123.6379494822      905.6428453765	(no stray pulse here)
         4       55.7000941096      584.5590825550	(compare with Beat 4 values above)
         5      102.6960149270      387.0592705459
         6       69.8516204417       89.2558988878
         7       29.6670040418      616.5630788163
         8      194.3695856209      461.5615259679
         9      -57.0634061501      549.0081621295
        10      -66.6969122049      539.5238225316
	Run 4.4: Different from Run 3.2 is c = 0.061 in Patch 0
	Reentry terminates fully by conduction block
in beat 46 T4 fails--Cell one  (reentry terminates in this beat)
in beat 47 T4 fails--Cell one
in beat 48 T4 fails--Cell one
	Run 4.5: Different from Run 4.1 is initial DI all 100
	Polymorphic/oscillating reentry w/o interruption
	Run 4.6: Different from Run 4.2 is delta = 100
	Polymorphic/oscillating reentry with a single interruption by a stray pulse
in beat 9 T3 fails
	Run 4.7: Different from Run 4.2 is delta = 80
	Reentry terminated by a stray pulse
in beat 6 T3 fails <------------ (stray pulse is blocked in Cell#68, not a patch junction)
in beat 7 T2 fails
in beat 8 T4 fails--Cell one  (reentry terminated in Beat 6)
in beat 9 T4 fails--Cell one
in beat 10 T4 fails--Cell one
	Run 4.8: Different from Run 4.1 is a = 280
	Reentry is terminated by block at a patch junction
	Stray pulse interruption in Beat 3 does not work in the same way as Run 4.3
in beat 3 T3 fails
in beat 19 T4 fails in Cell#51 in reentry	(conduction block at a patch junction)
in beat 20 T2 fails
in beat 21 T4 fails--Cell one
in beat 22 T4 fails--Cell one
in beat 23 T4 fails--Cell one
	Run 4.9: Different from Run 4.1 is a = 260
	Similar to Run 4.8 but reentry tries to re-initiate (unsuccessfully) twice
	Terminations at patch junctions only
in beat 13 T3 fails	(stray pulse interrupts in this beat rather than Beat 3)
in beat 15 T4 fails in Cell#51 in reentry
in beat 16 T2 fails
in beat 17 T4 fails in Cell#51 in reentry
in beat 18 T2 fails
in beat 19 T4 fails in Cell#51 in reentry
in beat 20 T2 fails
in beat 21 T4 fails--Cell one (reentry fully terminates here)
in beat 22 T4 fails--Cell one
in beat 23 T4 fails--Cell one
	Run 4.10: Different from Run 4.1 is a = 250
	Reentry tries to re-initiate repeatedly without success; terminations at patch junctions
	Note the absence of a stray pulse; also in this run APD(DI*) ~ 12 is too low! See Run 7.2
in beat 17 T4 fails in Cell#51 in reentry
in beat 18 T2 fails
in beat 19 T4 fails in Cell#51 in reentry
in beat 20 T2 fails
	. . . 
in beat 97 T4 fails in Cell#51 in reentry
in beat 98 T2 fails
in beat 99 T4 fails in Cell#51 in reentry
in beat 100 T2 fails
**********************************************************************************
RUN 5: In this run, Patch 1 is "normal" in both CT and APD
350  157 .0021  -20 .0004 136  	Parameters for Fn A (a, b, sigma, p, gamma, tau)
.07 1 .12 .02      		Parameters for Fn C (c,d,deltaL,omega)
	Run 5.1: Patch 0 parameters are:
	APD: 250  50 .0012  -20 .0004 136;  	CT: .06 1 .12 .012
	Reentry terminates by midway conduction block not at a patch junction
in beat 53 T4 fails in Cell#60 in reentry
in beat 54 T2 fails
in beat 55 T4 fails--Cell one
in beat 56 T4 fails--Cell one
in beat 57 T4 fails--Cell one
	Run 5.2: Different from Run 5.1 is omega = 0.014
	Reentry terminates by conduction block at the patch junction
in beat 39 T4 fails in Cell#51 in reentry
in beat 40 T2 fails
in beat 41 T4 fails--Cell one
in beat 42 T4 fails--Cell one
in beat 43 T4 fails--Cell one
	Run 5.3: Different from Run 5.2 is delta = 60
	Reentry terminates by midway block not at the patch junction, unlike Run 5.2
	Stray pulse interruptions are evidently responsible
in beat 3 T3 fails
in beat 35 T3 fails
in beat 44 T4 fails in Cell#54 in reentry
in beat 45 T2 fails
in beat 46 T4 fails--Cell one
in beat 47 T4 fails--Cell one
in beat 48 T4 fails--Cell one
	Run 5.4: Different from Run 5.1 is c = 0.062
	Reentry terminates by conduction block at the patch junction, similarly to Run 5.2
in beat 29 T4 fails in Cell#51 in reentry
in beat 30 T2 fails
in beat 31 T4 fails--Cell one
in beat 32 T4 fails--Cell one
in beat 33 T4 fails--Cell one
**********************************************************************************
RUN 6:  In this run we have an interesting result due to timing sensitivity, although APD(DI*) ~ 12 is too low
	Run 6.1: Different from Run 5.1 is b = 180 in Patch 0
	Monomorphic reentry is interrupted a couple of times by stray pulses
	DI = 134.64 for cells 1-50, 58.85 for cells 51-100; CL = 232 ms
in beat 10 T3 fails
in beat 41 T3 fails
	Run 6.2: Different from Run 6.1 is delta = 100
	Reentry is terminated although again only two stray pulses interrupt as in Run 6.1
in beat 10 T3 fails
in beat 17 T3 fails
in beat 19 T4 fails in Cell#51 in reentry	(reentry terminated by conduction block at a patch junction)
in beat 20 T2 fails
in beat 21 T4 fails in Cell#51 in reentry
in beat 22 T2 fails 	(the pattern of Beats 21, 22 continues)
**********************************************************************************
RUN 7: We improve on the problem in Run 6, although APD(DI*) ~ 22 still seems too low
	Run 7.1: Different from Run 5.1 are: a = 260, sigma = 0.008, c = 0.065, omega = 0.02
	Monomorphic reentry with DI = 117.67 for cells 1-50, 50.9 for cells 51-100; CL = 217.76 ms
	Run 7.1: Different from Run 7.1 is delta = 60
	Reentry terminates by stray pulse block at the patch junction
in beat 7 T3 fails
in beat 44 T3 fails <-------------- (stray pulse is blocked at Cell#51, the patch junction)
in beat 45 T2 fails
in beat 46 T4 fails--Cell one
in beat 47 T4 fails in Cell#51 in reentry
in beat 48 T2 fails
in beat 49 T4 fails in Cell#51 in reentry
in beat 50 T2 fails	(the pattern of Beats 49, 50 continues)




